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A unique theatre experience by 
Julien Bertrand 
Commedia dell’Arte took improvisation from the Greeks and 
made it its trademark. Julien will introduce the main 
characters of Commedia and explore how actors can 
improvise these archetypes and apply these skills to modern 
improv.  

Julien comes from France and was trained in Commedia by 
Professor Lucas Franceschi (La Compagnia dell’Improvviso) 
during his course at the National Conservatory for Dramatic 
Arts in Montpellier, France (1999-2001). 
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1. A workshop 

 

A fun and flexible workshop 

Taking cues from classic Greek theatre, performers in 16th-century Italy developed a style of improvised interactive public 

performance theatre involving recurring archetypal characters (recognizable by distinctive masks). What these thespians created 

heavily influenced the Stanislavsky system, the Strasbourg method, and improvisational theatre and performance. Join Zmack’s 

Creative Director Julien Bertrand as he puts the masks on YOU and explores this world alongside you. 

• LEARN about the main stock characters (“Masks”) – how they stand, walk, talk 

• DO various exercises on your own and with other participants to explore the world of Commedia 

• EXPERIENCE two-person semi-improvised scenes 

• CREATE a short story 

• PERFORM in front of a small audience 

Ø The workshop can last from 2 hours to several days! 

Ø Suitable for age 16 and beyond. 

Ø Groups of 6 to 10 people welcome. 

Ask for more details. 
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2. A training and… 

 

Thorough Auditions 

Through a strict screening process, we will pick the best actors and actresses to conduct a unique intensive training for 6 to 10 

actors, plus crew. 

The applicants should be: 

- Physically fit (the acting requires physical stamina and energy); 

- Skilled in other art forms such as music, and/or dancing, and/or 

singing, and or stage fighting (swords, etc.); 

- Knowledgeable about famous physical comedy actors: Charlie Chaplin, 

Rowan Atkinson (Mr. Bean/Blackadder), Laurel and Hardy, Jim Carey, 

John Cleese, etc., and 

- Experienced with stage work and potentially improvisation. 

 

A Comprehensive Training Process 

The programme consists of mostly full-day trainings over a period of several weeks (frequency and overall length to be confirmed). 

The trainees will go through rigorous training involving: 

• physical work & comedy, 

• mask work, 

• “lazzi” work, 

• building a full “canovaccio”, 

• improvisational skills, 

• audience interaction, 

• prop work, 

• costume, 

• Stage fight choreography (special instructor possible), 

• and much more! 
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3. … a unique China-flavoured show 

 

A Unique Show 

The group, upon completion of the training, will have the opportunity to be directed 

as a Commedia troupe and prepare for a three-act modern Commedia dell’arte 

show. 

The show, written by Julien Bertrand, adapts the traditional tropes of 17th-century 

Commedia to the fast-paced and changing world of modern Shanghai, China. It uses 

Mandarin Chinese, English, dialects, and Commedia’s international language: 

gibberish! The comedy relies on simple, universal situations and includes slapstick comedy, misunderstandings, language jokes, and 

themes such as love, money, family, past vs. present, etc. It is suitable for audiences aged 13 and more. 

The show will be accessible to local and international audiences with the help of subtitles wherever needed. 

It will also include original music, dancing, stage fighting, and many more surprises! 

 

A Local & International Cast & Crew 

The cast and crew will reflect Shanghai’s diversity in backgrounds and offer a 

professional, full-on production at a local Shanghai theatre. 

 

Beyond the Show 

The newly-formed group could become a residential acting troupe in Shanghai and tour China and the rest of Asia. 

 


